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Strictly Business:
Planning For The Future
By COURTNEY J. KAPPEL
Chief Copy Editor

ARA van tagged by vandalists running amok on January 30.

Vandalism Paints Longwood
Gold, Black, And Green
By MELANIE BARKER
Editor-in-Chief
rhc community was caught off
guard when it awoke Friday,
January 30 to find areas of the
campus covered in coats of spray paint.
"There was a sense of outrage by
the community that people would do
this," said Tim Pierson, Dean of
Students.
Areas inside and outside of the
Cunninghams were tagged, as well as
various street signs, recycling bins, the
ARA van, and equipment at the Hiner
construction site belonging to Blair
Construction.

James Huskey, Chief of Campus
Police, said that Campus Police had
two suspects, both Longwood students.
'Campus police knew about the
vandalism around 2 or 3 AM. That's
when we developed one of the suspects. You could say that we were
always one step behind them," said
Huskey.
Although Facilities Management
was able to clean up most of the damage quickly, Huskey still encourages
students to report any type of vandalism immediately.
"It's important to report this kind
of activity. When the college has to
pay, everyone has to pay," said
Huskey.

On Sunday, February 15,
three deans, who are ail
from accredited business
schools, will arrive on campus to
evaluate Longwood's School of
Business and Economics for accreditation.
The visiting deans from LaSalle
University, Murray State University,
and Indiana University-Northwest
are members of a peer review team
for the International Association for
Management Education, more commonly known as AACSB. AACSB
is the international association that
accredits business school.
.... If the Business School is accredited, it #ifl put tifflgwodd on the
same playing field as other accredited business schools in Virginia. The
schools include UVA, James
Madison, and George Mason to
name a few explained Berk wood
Fanner, Dean of the School of
usiness and Economics.
Mary
Flanigan,
Associate
Professor of Accounting, said that
accreditation "Is like having the
good housekeeping seal of approval
put on your business degree."
Accreditation means better job
opportunities
for
students.

Not Too Shabby: Renovations Planned For Ruffne]
By KATHRYN LYNN BRIDGES
Staff Writer

Longwood College is beginning
the largest renovation project in its history, both in square feet and in money,
according to Rick Hurley, Executive
Vice President.
Former state governor, George

1

Allen, recommended 9 million dollars
be given to Longwood for the renovation of the Ruffners. The proposal was
submitted to state legislature in his
biennium budget plan.
An architectural study of the site
will begin, according to Hurley, sometime in mid-May or the first of June
and will take a year to a year and a half
to complete. Actual reconstruction is
also estimated at a year and a half.

"All the renovations will be for
academic space," said Tim Pierson,
Dean of Students. "Originally, they
talked about building additional residential space. Right now, that's not in
the plans."
"No dorm rooms," said Hurley.
"The cost to put in residence halls on

See RUFFNERS p.6

Katharine McKeown, a finance
major commented that some graduate schools will not consider students
who do not graduate from an accredited business school. Furthermore, if
the school is accredited more
recruiters will come to Longwood
looking for potential employees.
For the past five years the faculty
in the Business School, as well as
Longwood's administration has been
preparing for the visit. Every faculty
member in the Business School has
been working on one of six teams to
evaluate all aspects of the business
program. FUr%ermore,iae teams
have worked together to prepare a
three volume report that was submitted to AACSB in August 1997.
Flanigan explained that the school
«fas already in good shape, but it
needed some fine tuning.
When the deans arrive they will
be looking at every aspect of the
Business School. They will be evaluating the curriculum to make sure
that it is well-rounded, integrated,
and that the school is mission driven.
The deans will also be looking at
the quality of the faculty. They want
to make sure that the faculty is qualified with a strong educational background.
The facilities will also be taken
into consideration during the review.
The nearly completed, total renovation of Hiner is a key factor as well
as the Longwood College Library.
The new Business School building
will be one of the most modern,
high-tech facilities in the commonwealth.
"Accreditation should be important to all business majors because it
increases their value to future
employers," added McKeown.
"It's going to be a first rate
school of business," said Flanigan.
According to Dean Farmer, the
school will know in April 1998
whether it will be accredited.
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EDITORIALS
Protests Against Visitation Policy Refuse To Die
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m l very semester the visitation
r^ policy rears its ugly head in
1 J forums, conversations, and
committee meetings. Every semester
students speak out against the adopted
policy only to have administration shake
their heads and sweep the issue back
under the carpet.
Currently the visitation policy in the
Student Handbook states, "Visitation by
members of the opposite sex in the residence hall student rooms is permitted
during
the
following
hours:
Upperclassmen: Monday-Thursday, 10
a.m. until midnight; from 10 a.m. Friday
until midnight Sunday. Freshmen:
Sunday-Thursday, 10 a.m. until midnight; Friday, 10 a.m. until 2 a.m.

The Rotunda, a student newspaper at Longwood College, is published
biweekly during the school year (except holidays and exam periods) and is printed
in the offices of the Farmville Herald, Farmville, Virginia.
All stories, advertisements, and pictures must be submitted by five o'clock
Sunday in order to run in Wednesday's paper. The Rotunda will not accept any late
stories.
If you wish to have a story covered, please contact the office and allow a
week for most assignments to be given to a staff writer. In case of extenuating circumstances, accommodations may be made. The offices of The Rotunda are located in the Lankford Student Union, Room 142. The office phone number is 804-3952120. Office hours are as posted at the office
Letters to the Editor are welcomed and are to be mailed to Box 2901 and
should be addressed as such. They must be typed and received by five p.m. Sunday
in order to be published in the Wednesday edition. All letters are subject to editing,
and signatures are required. Any person wishing to have his/her name not appear on
(he letter, may request in writing to withhold the name at press. Letters may be printed at any time and some will be responded to by the Editor.
The Rotunda does not discriminate based on religion, sex, sexual orientation, ethnic background or handicap. All inquiries should be directed to Melanie
Barker. Editor-in-Chief.

The Rotunda Newspaper Executive Staff
Melanie Barker
Editor-in-Chief
Deitra N. Nance
Assistant Editor
Courtney J. Kappel
Chief Copy Editor
Gregory McCarney
Entertainment and Features Editor
Michael Huey
Layout and Page Design
C. Brandi Frasier
General Manager
Sylvia Odell
Business Manager
Shelly Perutelli
Copy Editor
Amber Giles
Copy Editor
Michael PH. Young
Advertising Manager/Sports Editor
Jeff Dingeldein
Advisor
Staff Writers/Columnists
Jaclyn O'Laughlin • Jessica McCaughey • Saryna Somerville
Matt Rinker • Michael Gaines • Cali Adams • Kathryn Lynn Bridges

Saturday; Sunday, noon until 2 a.m.
Sunday. Freshmen floors with a 2.0
grade point average during the first
semester may observe the upperclassmen policy during second semester...."
The reasoning behind the visitation
policy remains a mystery. It has been
said that the visitation policy serves to
protect students' safety. Many, however, see it as an infringement of their
rights, a way for the college to act as
protector over its students.
Safety remains the number one
argument in the defense of the visitation
policy. However, overnight guests of the
same sex are not prohibited. If safety is
truly a concern, are not these overnight
guests a threat against student safety?
Administration also argues that visitation of the opposite sex can lead to

Props &Drops
Well, we have made it through the first
few weeks back at school, and I personally
see things that need to be changed, and
things that are not being recognized. With
that thought, I decided to create a new column for The Rotunda. The Props are things
that are being done right on campus, and
may not be recognized. The Drops are
things that are wrong on campus.
Props:
*To the announcement that our new dining
hall will be built soon (well, within two
years). This means that if construction goes
as scheduled, students will be eating in a
brand new dining hall the first day of the
new millennium.
To the near completion of the Hiner
Building. Within the next few months, the
building will be finished.
To the new computer lab that never gets
used enough. For those of you who don't

roommate conflicts. Perhaps this is an
idealistic view, but shouldn't roommates
be given the opportunity to decide on
what they want for their room and suite
instead of having it already decided for
them. College isn't just about classes.
It's also about meeting people, discussing differences, and working out
conflicts. Perhaps administrations' arguments are genuine, but to the students
the arguments seem tainted with puritanical philosophies.
It's not like Longwood would be the
first to adopt a more liberal visitation
policy. Many school have 24 hour visitation policies, with members of the
opposite sex allowed at any time. These
policies do not seem to impede the functioning of the schools that have adopted
them.

By MATTRINKER
know, it is the trailer by the Campus Police
Station.
Drops:
To the near completion of the Hiner
Building. The remodeled building will sit
practically useless until next Fall. But at
least the construction workers will be gone.
To the addition of Cttck-FU-A ARAmark
should be able to tell from student comments that bringing in a three dollar chicken sandwich could never replace those
cheap tacos.
To this bad weather. The wet weather has
saturated the grounds so much that Der Run
and Stubbs Walk turned into a mud
wrestling contest
If you have a PROP or DROP, please feel
free to send them to The Rotunda, or to me
at Box 2051. Next issue I hope to also print
your Props & Drops.
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One Beer-Please: Lancer Cafe
Enforces Alcohol Policy
By KATHRYN LYNN BRIDGES
Staff Writer

/n an attempt to reinforce the college's alcohol policy, Lancer
Cafe's Tuesday and Thursday 21
and over night is now limiting one
beer per hour, per person.
The policy, according to Location
Manager Tim Ring, "was always in
effect, but never enforced," until now.
Why the sudden push of the rule?
Ring said that it was an attempt to
reduce college liability in case of
alcohol related injuries or incidents.
Under "College Alcohol Procedures:
Guidelines for Amount of Alcohol" in
the Longwood Student Handbook,
the limit is clearly defined. It states,

CD

"the total amount of alcohol must not
exceed 12 ounces of beer per person,
per hour."
Alcohol consumption in the Cafe
will be monitored without "narcs" or
bouncers. A plastic wristband is
placed on the patron's arm when
his/her I.D. is checked. For every
beer a person purchases, a mark is
made on the band.
"Three marks means you're done
drinking," said Ring. " The wrist
band literally comes off."
A person can purchase their limit
at one time, three beers. But the limit
still remains the same. Angry and disorderly patrons will be kicked out by
the night manager, or, in extreme circumstances, campus police.
The rule applies to all persons 21
and over consuming alcohol in the

Learn German
This Summer At URI
June 28 - August 7,1998
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The University of Rhode Island, in cooperation with
the Goethe Institute Boston, is hosting the 18th
Annual German Summer School of the Atlantic.
German will be the sole language of communication,
and German life and culture the heart of this six-week
residency program of intensive language study.
Earn up to nine undergraduate or graduate credits
while living in the beautiful surroundings of our
country campus, just minutes away from Rhode
Island's magnificent beaches and historic Newport.
This program is ideally suited for anyone wishing to
enroll in beginning through masterVlevei German.
Take advantage of this rare opportunity to participate
in this total German language experience.
Contact Or. John Grandin or Dr. Norbert Hedderich,
Co-Directors, Dept. of Languages,
URI, Kingston, Rl 02881

Phone:401-874-5911
E-mail:
grandin9uriacc.uri.edu
or
hedderic® uriacc. u ri.edu

Hearing impaired:
401-277-5020

University of Rhode Island
80 Washington Street
Providence, Rl

URI/CCE i$ a Feinsw/n Enriching America Program Member
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Longwood To Require
Laptop Computers
Press Release
As part of its master plan to
bring technology into the
classroom, the college has
announced that, beginning in the fall
semester of 1998, all freshmen will be
required to have laptop computers.
The decision makes Longwood only
the second public institution in
Virginia to require students to own
computers, and the first to adopt the
laptop.
Discussion and planning have
been underway for over a year now as
more students than ever before enter
college with computers.
"Over half of freshmen at
Longwood have computers they bring
with them," said Richard Bratcher,
Associate
Vice
President
for
Information and Instructional Technology.
Bratcher said that the number will
continue to grow, and it becomes a
problem when each student has a different hardware/software bundle to support.
"We're responding now to develop
a standard configuration so that students will know what to purchase for
the technology environment here at
Longwood," he said.
The laptop was recommended
because it suits the mobile nature of
the college student. It's compact

enough for the dorm rooms, and easy
to bring to the classroom, or library.
The computer platform will be affordable, yet powerful enough for research
and writing, A/V presentations, library
searches, Internet access, and e-mail.
The Faculty Senate unanimously
endorsed the recommendation.
"Laptop computers will enhance
the learning process—the computer
becomes an extension of the classroom," said Wayne McWee, professor
of business and economics.
While only incoming freshmen
will be required to buy a computer,
any student can buy one at a discounted price from the college. Some financial aid will be available to studentswho qualify. More information about
the decision is in a letter to students
distributed through the campus mailboxes. The Help Desk (x4357) is also
available to answer questions.
Longwood is now seeking proposals from firms able to provide the
computer "package"—hardware, software, support, maintenance, and
financing. State funding for financial
aid students who qualify has also been
requested.
The mandate is the continuation of
Longwood's commitment to provide a
state-of-the-art educational environment through electronic classrooms,
campus-wide networks, and distance
learning course to 14 off-campus sites.

New Sanctions Adopted For Alcohol Violations
By SHELLY PERUTELLI
Copy Editor

/^f tudents who are found responsible
m of violating the alcohol policy may
KJ find themselves doing more than
writing a paper or community service as
their judicial sanction. As of January 26th,
students can be referred to the Piedmont
Alcohol Safety Action Program for an
eight hour educational seminar at the cost
of fifty dollars to the student.
'This is an effective way to communicate the issue and the messages of alcohol misuse and abuse," Ken Rockensies,
Director of Student Services said.
The program is designed to serve as a
deterrent to further violations involving
■»•# i 111t rrtnti nt$iiiiim<

alcohol. Referrals are designed for repeat
offenders, but does not exempt first time
offenders from being referred to the program.
"My hope is to generate awareness of
the consequences of violating laws,"
Rockensies went on to say, "The goal is
to promote the student's learning environment.,"
At this tune no student has been
referred the program.
The Piedmont Alcohol Safety Action
Program is just one of many programs on
alcohol abuse. This fall the On Campus
Talking About Alcohol (OCTAA) program will be implemented as part of
Freshman Orientation. The OCTAA program discusses the risks of alcohol use
and abuse.
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Ole Smoky Open For Student Use
By KATHRYN LYNN BRIDGES
Staff Writer

^"t upply and demand prompted
X the opening of a new computer
LJ lab behind the Learning Center.
Affectionately deemed "Smoky,"
because of the nearby smoke stack, the
modular training lab is now open to
students and faculty.
"[The lab] was the best solution
we could find for our budget," said Dr.
Frank Moore, Director of Instructional
Technology. "More faculty want to
teach their subjects in a computer lab,
and the Ruffner lab is not large
enough."
Moore said that everyone was
interested in a new lab, but no department was able to donate space.
Moore calls the new lab "one of
the most state-of-the-art labs in the
Commonwealth." It contains 30 pentium 166 machines and an instructor's
workstation that can project onto a

large screen using an LCD projector.
All the software runs off of a Windows
NT 4.0 server. Available software
includes: WordPerfect 6.1
for
Windows (English, French, German,
and Spanish versions); MS Office 4.3,
including MS Word 6.0, Powerpoint,
Excel, and Access 2.0;
Daedalus .Derive; Netscape
Communicator 4.0 with Composer;
Peachtree Accounting; 10 copies of
Photoshop; and SPSS 8.0. Copies of
Director 6.0 are on the way.
The lab is not connected with Pine
Mail, but does have full Web access.
The college has also limited the number of computers linked with the laserjet printer, asking that students print
any rough drafts on dot matrix printers
to cut the waste of paper and
toner cartridges.
The new computer lab's hours are:
Monday - Thursday, 8 a.m. - midnight;
Friday, 8 a.m. - 5 p.m.; Saturday, 10
a.m. - 5 p.m. and Sunday, 1 p.m. until
midnight. Lab assistants will be available during open hours.

RA Selection Process Ends:
New RAs Announced Tuesday
By MELANIE BARKER
Edilcr-ln-Chef

rhe RA selection process, which
began Saturday, January 24
with the RA carousel, ended
February 4, as candidates wrapped up
interviews with the individual buildings.
The selection process began with 33
openings and SI applicants. Donna
Deragon, REC of Curry reported that
the spread among classes was impressive with 14 freshmen, 18 sophomores,
and 19 juniors applying. Deragon was
pleased with the 11 men and 40 women
applicants.
"We had some excellent candidates,
and I think the REC group was very
impressed," said Deragon.
Although the RECs were pleased
overall with the applicants, they would
like to see the pool increase in the future.
Since 1993, the RA applicant pool has
been steadily decreasing for several suspected reasons.
"It is accurate to say that applications have declined since 1993 when I
was an RA. In the last years, this one
excluded. I feel that it could be attributed to the organization of selection and
how it was publicized," said Debbie
Reno. REC of ARC/Stubbs.
Another possible reason for the
decline of RA applicants is the fact that
student teachers and athletes playing
varsity sports are no longer eligible for
the position.

"The presence of an RA is felt, and
when that RA is gone because of sports
or student teaching, it's known. I'm sure
the hall would feel the absence," said
Deragon.
Several RECs also contribute the
decline in applications to the research
performed by prospective RA candidates.
"Current RAs are talking with their
peers about all of the responsibilities of
being an RA, and candidates are eliminating themselves from the pool because
they do not want to take on the responsibilities," said Reno.
Many students carry a preconceived
idea of the RA position. However, they
do not all realize the benefits that override the frustrations. The benefits range
from meeting new people to developing
job-related skills.
Kevin Morris, RA in Curry, recounted a story about a female resident who
lived alone. He said that living alone
made her feel uneasy, which resulted in
her having trouble sleeping at night.
However, she confessed to him that she
often looked down the hall at night
before going to sleep and felt reassured
by the light in his open door. This ability to impact and teach residents while
learning from (hem is a deemphasized
perk compared to the free room and
board and free microfridge.
RECs met February 5 to determine
the placing of the selected candidates.
Candidates were notified February 10
and will begin the eight week, one-credit RA class toward the end of February.
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RHA Hosts Forums To Spark
Interest In Organization
By MELANIE BARKER
Editor-in-Chief

rhe series of forums hosted by
RHA conclude tonight in
Stubbs. The forums were
sponsored by RHA in hopes that the
forums would spark more interest in
the organization, while giving students the opportunity to voice their
opinions about the residence halls and
residence life. At the end of each
forum, attendants were given the
opportunity to sign up to join RHA
committees consisting of Policy and
Procedures, Facilities, Safety and
Security, and Programming and
Leadership.
Several issues were brought up
during the course of the six forums.
Safety issues concerning the future
installment of bars on first floor windows were addressed. Concerns over
limited single rooms for next year
were brought up, as well as the possi-

bility of converting over to a one card
system where students will be able to
put money for laundry and vending on
cards similar to their Lancer cards. Ed
Bell, Director of Housing, also
addressed the ever popular issue with
the tissue.
Limited desk hours was a major
concern for many attending the
forums. Many felt that the new hours
threatened their safety and the safety
of fellow residents. Bell explained that
money had not been allotted to pay
desk aids for the same hours that they
kept during fall semester. However,
Bell noted that the money was being
worked into the budget for fall 1998.
Overall, RHA was pleased with
the attendance and the issues covered
at the forums.
"I think it was a good program for
people living in the dorms, because it
addressed all the issues that related to
these people and their specific
dorms," said Katie Walrod, member of
RHA and facilitator at the
Cox/Wheeler forum.

From The Rafters
By ED BELL
Guest Writer

t i elloooooo
Longwood.
_£ J^ Whoever said "April showers bring May flowers" had
not heard of El Nino's "February
floodings bring no buddings." Is it wet
or what? Oh, well, get over it and just
be glad you are forced to stay inside
and study/work. Just think of how
caught up you could be when the sun
does come out.
Speaking of when the sun does
come out and warms the place up, the
ground floor security screens are coming! We have received authorization to
spend the money to put security
screens on resident windows. The call
for bids has been sent out to potential
contractors, and with any luck, we will
have the screens in place by April. This
will allow you to open your windows
all the way up. I will continue to
update you as we get more information.
The change in the desk hours of
operation has clearly not been a popular decision. This decision is based in a
need to adjust the hours to meet budget
requirements. There is clearly a need
for more desk hours, and many of you
have not hesitated to let me know it. I
am currently putting together next
year's budget. I can assure you that

this type of change will not need to
happen again. If you have any questions about this year or suggestions for
me to consider for next year, feel free
to contact me. I value the desk operation and the services it provides the
student, staff, and Longwood community.
The Residence Hall Association
(RHA) sponsored the "February
Forums" in your hall this past week. If
you missed them, be assured your
peers in attendance certainly had some
great comments and ideas. Check out
the article on the Forums in this week's
Rotunda. You still have a chance to get
involved and to make "good ideas"
become reality. RHA has developed
four committees where you can make a
difference—Policies and Procedures,
Facilities,
Programming
and
Leadership, and Safety and Security.
RHA meetings are Tuesdays at 7 p.m.
in Wheeler Front Lounge. Can't make
the meetings? Contact me and I'll get
you connected. You can make an
impact on this campus. Now is the
time to do it.
I've been requested to make plans
for improving study lounges and public spaces in the residence halls to happen this summer. I need your ideas.
What would make these spaces work
for you? How might the French
Lounge or the Curry Commons
See RAFTERS p.4
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Students Given
Opportunity To
Speak At Alcohol
Forums
By MELANIE BARKER
Editor-in-Chief

ro reinforce the emphasis on a
healthy lifestyle and environment, Tun Pierson, Dean of
Students; Keli Faria, REC of
Cox/Wheeler and Bill Fiege, Director of
Forensics have organized alcohol
forums to take place and March 1 from
6:30 p.m. to 8:00 p.m. in the Lancer
Cafe, with other dates to be announced.
The organizers of these townmeeting-like forums hope to address students' concerns on alcohol and
Longwood's policies towards alcohol
consumption. The format of the forums
will be like a gameshow with students
asking questions, which will be
answered by a panel. Pierson hopes that
the forums will spark dialogue and further student input on alcohol policies
and consumption.
"As a caring community, we're
bringing up issues that are important and
have an effect on us. It's not to drive
people off campus or to say that drinking is bad. It's to evaluate. It's important
to have students come out and voice
their opinions," said Pierson.
With the number of alcohol-related,
college student deaths rising, Pierson
and Faria hope to include national and
local statistics to help students realize
the impact of alcohol on their lives and
environment. However, this will not be
the main portion of the forums.
"Students aren't realizing the level
of their consumption. Binge drinking is
threatening the health and safety of the
drinker and those around the drinker.
However, just hearing information
won't change peoples' behavior. We
want the forums to help people talk,"
said Pierson.

Longwood College Goes On-Line: 24/7 Job Search
PITS*

Release

rhe days of searching
through jobs posted on the
Longwood Career Center's
bulletin board are over! Longwood
College has teamed up with the
JOBTRAK Corporation (www.jobtrak.com), one of the nation's
largest and most popular on-line
job listing services, to provide students and alumni the ability to
search for jobs at any time and
from anywhere in the world via the
internet.
Unlike public access career
databases, Longwood has a unique
and protected database on JOBTRAK that can only be accessed
by Longwood College students and
alumni. This security allows them
a highly qualified, extremely motivated pool of candidates. The ser-

Rafters
Continued from page 4
become your living room? How might
the study lounges in your hall be a better place to study? What would it take?
You live there, you know. Let me
know. Some of you have through the
RHA Forums. I look for student ideas
to really take off.
Additionally, look for a new web
page for the housing and residence
education programs. The student production team is working on creating
the "best web page in the country." The
first products of their work will hit the
web late next week. You can still join
this effort. Just let me know.
Remember, if you have questions
feel free to contact me in the Housing
Office at x-2080 or by e-mail at ebell.
The racquetball challenge stands at Ed
- 3 ; Challengers - 0.

Jobs
Are you looking for a ifcaHenge, fail, harcf fvork and the best
summer of your life? C$J&p Easier Seal in Virginia has job
openings for camp couns6efors and program directors. Work
with children and adults with disabilities in a beautiful outdoor setting. All majors welcome to apply. Great experience
for everyone especially Occupational Therapy, Physical
Therapy, Nursing, Speech or Recreation majors. College credit
may be available. Wprk with dedication caring staff from
across the country and around the world. Room, board and
salary provided. Call 1-800-365-1656. Or write to: Camp
Easter Seal; RO. Box 54%, Roanoke, Virginia 24012.
V,V '.'.' ' •' '•
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vice is provided for free to students
and alumni while employers pay a
nominal fee to post their position.
"According to a recent survey
by the Student Monitor, finding a
job is the number one concern
among college students and recent
graduates," said JOBTRAK
President, Connie Ramberg. "We
are thrilled to be working with
Longwood College in providing this
valuable service."
In addition to job listing service,
the Longwood Career Center offers
students and alumni a host of services including career counseling,
resume writing workshops, and
career fairs to help reach their
career goals.
Partners with over 700 college
and university career centers, MBA
programs, and alumni associations,
JOBTRAK is one of the largest and
most popular career sites on the
internet. Since 1987, over 300,000

employers have utilized the service to target their full and parttime job openings to college students, MBAs and alumni. The site
is currently processing more than
3,000 new job openings daily and
is accessed by over 35,000 job
seeking students, MBAs and alumni each day. JOBTRAK was honored as the Entrepreneur of the
Year by the State of California in
1992 , and in 1996 was a semifinalist
for the prestigious
National Information and
Infrastructure Award.
For a sample of job listings,
visit JOBTRAK web site at
www.jobtrak.com
and
select
"Students & Alumni." Next, click
on "Jobs" and highlight
"Longwood College." This will
allow you to enter the system and
view jobs specifically targeted by
employers towards Longwood students and alumni.

Hie opening reception for the Moton Center Project at
the Lol^ffid Center fojjtfrjftsual Arts vrftt^V P|ace
SundaOeDruary 15, from 2-4 PW. The,CentSnToject is
an interm activity tor the Motm, Museum effort tt«
public is invited to attend.
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Some people work M a big, fancy office.
Others cant wait to get out of the building
If you're looking for a career in federal law enforcement, a career that offers tremendous
challenge, the IAS. Border Patrol could he just what you're after.
lb qualify, you'll need 10 meet all of the following; • I.'.S. citterahip • Pa* written exam and
oral interview • Pas. a background investigation • Pass a drug lest and a medical exam • Hold a
valid driver's license • Not have reached your 37ih birthday at unw of appointment • Haw I year
of quaUry-tngesqpchena' or a badrior's degree
If selected, you'll attend a rigorous 5-mondi training program (including Spanish language
classes) First Arty locations are along the Southwest border. Starting salary ind 20.
to % with erceUent Federal (iovemment benefits.
For the few who can meet this kind of challenge, Ihere's no better job in the world To
apply call (912) 757-3001 Ext261, am; time, day or night, or apply on-line at
http://www.0saiobs.opni.gov. Please enter.Ext 261.. For more information, just
call (202) 616-1964.
We will be in Richmond to administer exams and conduct interview*. I 'run i March 12-15.
19W. You musi call by February 12th to reserve your space in Richmond.

U. S.

BORDER

PATROL

R Career With Borders, But No Boundaries.
INS i» an equal opportunity employer.
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Spring
Rush Leads
Women
Down
Greek Path
By MELANIE BARKER
Editor-in-Chief

After several days of Cokes,
conversation, and skits,
Spring
Rush
ended
February 7 with Walk as rushees
were close-lined and pummeled in
mud by welcoming sororities.
With
second
semester
Freshmen participating, over 100
women began the Rush process
January 28 with the Greek Forum.
The Greek Forum allowed the
women to get an overview of
Greek life at Longwood. The
forums were followed by Greek
• Meets January 29, where each
rushee went to tables to learn more
about each of the individual nine
sororities. Saturday, January 31,
rushees were introduced to their
Rho Chis, women who deaffiliated
themselves from their sororities in
order to help orient rushees with
the Rush process. Rushees attended Coke parties in chapter rooms
Sunday, February 1 and Monday
February 2, followed by skits
Tuesday and Wednesday. Rushees
then prepared themselves for
themes Thursday, February 5.
Rushees were invited back to two
sororities with Inspirations Friday,
February 6. After reluming home
from Inspirations, rushees were
left waiting nervously until bids
were handed out Saturday afternoon.
Although the process was a
long one, rushees were rewarded
Saturday afternoon with slams on
to the muddy Stubbs lawn by new
sisters.
"Even though its been a long
week, I'm glad I got to go through
Spring Rush because you get more
time to meet everyone and give all
the sororities a fair chance," said
freshman Whitney Lawrence, who
decided to rush in order to become
more involved on campus and
meet more people.
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Deadline For 1998 Washington,
D.C. Institutes Approaching
Vi'ss Release

rhe fund for American Studies
is recruiting student leaders
from colleges and universities
to participate in its 1998 summer
Institutes at Georgetown University in
Washington, D.C.
Undergraduate students will gain
critical work experience through
internships in public policy, politics,
business, journalism, or international

affairs and will earn credits through
course
work
at
prestigious
Georgetown University. The final
application deadline is March 15,
1998. There is no minimum GPA
requirement, and students who have
been active on campus are encouraged
to apply.
Scholarships are available to each
of The Fund's three seven-week programs; the Engalitcheff Institute on
Comparative Political and Economic
Systems, the Institute on Political
Journalism, and the Bryce Harlow

JMU Offers International
Internship Program
/'/ess /\(7ci/sc

James Madison University is providing die perfect opportunity for stu(ter^mterested in International culture
and careers within that field.
JMU a pleased to announce the
opening of rxjuttment for the Fall
1998, Spring 1999, and Summer 1999
International Internship positions.
Daaigiiedprimnray for juniors, seniors,
graduate students, and recent graduates, m program offers qualified
Virgin* students (and Virginia restdena who go to toluol elsewhere) a
ut^oprxjrtunjtytogamrrofattax^
esqpa&ace on an international basis in

Institute on Business and Government
Affairs. Each of the Institutes includes
internships throughout the city, courses
at Georgetown University taught by
top notch faculty, and unique opportunities to meet and talk with national
and international leaders at site briefings, lectures, and evening dialogues.
For brochures and applications,
students should contact The Fund for
American Studies at 1-800-741-6964
or visit the web site at www.dcinternships.org.

ORLY

THE ONE AND ONLY
MATCHMAKER

their field of interest.
Complete details and application
materials are available for approximately SO positions each semester in 14
countries. Packets are being sent to
Placement Directors, Deans, Honor
Programs, Presidents, and Foreign
Studies Directors at educational institutions mroughout the Commonwealth.
AllappUcalionrflatenabniaybephotocopied for use by applicants Interested
students may also request toe information directly from Judy Cohen,
mteraattonal Education, MSC 1503.
JMU, Haniaonbttrg. VA 22807;
(540*5684979; cohenjk@jjnu.edB
terms is March 6, so would-be interns
should proceed quickly

WHAT IS TOE MEDIA
SAYING ABOUT ORLY?
Sana

HH=£

Ruffners
Continued from front page
a per-bed basis is exorbitant. Then we
asked, 'Do we really need all these
spaces when, in the last 2 years we
haven't filled the spaces we already
have?'"
The college has seen many architectural improvements in the last
decade. Previous to the new campus
library, the last new building constructed was Lancer Gym. In 1989, the college was awarded 6 million for the
library, followed by 4.5 million for
ARC and 3 million for Hull, the new
Education Building. Lancaster and
Grainger were completely overhauled,
and Hiner will be finished soon.
Unlike Hiner, Lancaster and
Grainger, the Ruffners will not be
"gutted" (the original interior ripped
out). Special measures will be taken to

ensure that historical integrity of the
building stays intact The Smithsonian
Institute, for instance, will restore the
Rotunda dome mural. And while the
plumbing and wiring will be replaced,
the configuration of the building (measurements of the classrooms, hallways
etc.) will remain the same.
When renovation is complete, the
Ruffners will include updated classrooms, offices for faculty, and central
air.
"It's an exciting thing for the college to have facilities with sate-of-theart technology and academic space, "
says Pierson/'while at the same time
preserving the rich history of
Longwood College."
"It puts Longwood College in touch
with the future."

assSSP-:°*J—
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y4its & £htettaLnmeht
CD SKAview
Bad Manners: Heavy Petting

National Condom Day Emphasizes
Importance Of Safe Sex
Press Release

ByGREGMcCARNEY
Arts & Entertainment Editor

m T ormed in 1976, Bad Manners
rj continues to remain one of the
JL
greats of the 2-tone ska scene
with their first release on the Moon
Ska Record Label, Heavy Petting.
Bad Manners was one of the many
bands to come out of the late 70s ska
explosion in England. Contemporaries
of greats like Madness, The Specials,
and Selecter, Bad Manners was the
only group to survive this long without
breaking up.
Heavy Petting is reminiscent of
Bad Manners' classic groove and 2tone style. This CD is like a time
machine back to the old skool 2-tone
English sound. Cool tracks on the
album include "Don't Knock the Bald
Heads," "Feel Like Jumping," and
"Randy Scouse Git"

CD Review:
Carbon Leaf's
Shadows in the
Banquet Hall
ByGREGMcCARNEY
Arts & Entertainment Editor
Carbon Leaf released their
long awaited second album,
Shadows in the Banquet Hall in
the fall. Shadows in the Banquet
Hall contains 11 tracks of the classic fusion of folk and rock reminiscent of classic 80s college rock
pioneers like R.E.M. and the
See Carbon Leaf p.8

"Love me Safely" is the theme of
National Condom Day, Valentine's
Day, Feb. 14.
According to the American Social
Health Association, Valentine's Day is
the perfect day to emphasize that loving
someone means protecting the sexual
health of both partners.
"Because STDs are so often symptomless, sex partners must talk to one
another about any risk of STDs, even if
neither person has symptoms," said
Linda Alexander, ASHA president. "We
know it's a sensitive subject, but this is
the only way to make sure that you both
stay healthy."
If either partner has had unprotected sex at any time, ASHA recommends
that both be tested for STDs in a physician's office or clinic. The partners
should also use condoms correctly
every time they have sex to help protect
against transmitting an infection.
Alexander emphasized that abstaining from sex is the only completely safe
choice, "For those who are having sex,
unless both partners are 100 percent
certain that they are free of infection,
condoms are essential," she said.
According to the Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention, five
out of the 10 most frequently reported
infectious diseases in the U.S.—
chlamydia, gonorrhea, AIDS, syphilis,
and hepatitis B—are STDs. It is estimated that there are 12 million new
STD cases in the U.S. annually, with
two-thirds occurring in people under 25
and one-fourth in teenagers.
The CDC recommends condom use
for STD protection based on studies
conducted among couples in which one
partner was infected with HIV/AIDS
By using latex condoms consistently
and correctly, 98-100 percent of the
couples avoided transmitting HIV to
the uninfected partner.
Condoms are also considered to be
highly effective in protecting against
chlamydia, gonorrhea, syphilis, and
other STDs that are passed via body fluids. Condoms are less reliable in preventing the transmission of genital herpes and genital human papillomavirus
(HPV), STDs that are transmitted by
skin-to-skin contact, because the site of

the infection may lie outside of the condom. However, people with herpes or
HPV should use condoms to protect
against other STDs.
Among types of condoms, the male
latex condom is considered effective in
preventing STDs. The female condom,
which is made of plastic, also is considered to be effective for STD prevention.
A male plastic condom is available,
although its effectiveness against STDs
is still being tested. Natural membrane
condoms are not recommended for
STD prevention.
Latex condoms should be used with
a water-based lubricant, since oil-based
lubricants weaken the condom. Plastic
condoms can be used with either kind
of lubricant.
Free, confidential information
about STDs and condom use is available through hotlines operated
byASHA: the CDC National AIDS
Hotline, 1-800-342-2437 (Spanish service, 1-800-344-7432, TTY for the
Deaf service, 1-800-243-7889); the
CDC National STD Hotline, 1-800227-8922; and the National Herpes
Hotline, 919-361-8488.

French Exchange
Students Visit
Longwood
By MATT RINKER
Staff Writer
/f you have been sitting in the
dining hall and have overheard
some French speaking students,
you have probably wondered why
these students are at Longwood.
11 French exchange students are
enrolled in classes for this semester,
and many have American roommates.
Some Americans volunteered and
others were selected by housing.
Like a few other students, I have
a French exchange student living with
me. I wanted to have a foreign roommate, because it was something new.
It 's something that will give me a
connection if I ever want to go visit
France.
My roommate is Yann Le Moine.
Yann, a native of France, is a busiSee FRENCH p.8

Quality Home-Sly le Cooking
Family Owned & Operated
Delicious Sandwiches!
Low trices!
Open M-F I0;30am-9pm
Sat & Sun Saa-9pm

M
^#

(serving breakfast on weekends)
2106 W. Third St. • t'arnville

392-6912 • Dine In or Carry Out

8
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Creative Dating Workshop: For Actor Spotlight: Al Pacino
Extra Spice In Your Life
By SAYRNA SOMERVILLE
Staff Columnist

/'/ess Release
Thursday, February 12, the
Creative Dating Workshop will find its
way mto the schedules of students.
Beginning at 7 p.m. in the ABC
Room of the Lankford Student Union,
this hot program will provide a unique
outlook on the dating game.
The Creative Dating Workshop is
one of the hottest programs on the college circuit. Its appeal derives from its
versatility and positive impact. The
tremendous national exposure, including coverage in The New York Times,
Glamour Magazine, The Orlando
Sentinel, The Washington Post, USA
Today, Mademoiselle, and many others
has resulted in a high demand for this
thought-provoking
presentation.
Creative Dating entertains as it edu-

cates—it provides fresh, positive,
upbeat, alternative, suggestions to
adding spice to students' social life—
and gives relationships a fighting
chance.
During the interactive session, students will discover options regarding
dating and relationships; how to
approach tough, current issues in a
constructive way; and a new feeling of
confidence in relationships. The wide
range of topics covered during the
workshop include: making a good
impression, interpersonal dating communication, the impact of alcohol and
AIDS on relationships, bringing back
romance, dating expectations, breaking up, making the best of a bad date,
and the "showdown," or the last five
minutes of the date.
Don't just settle for another predictable date. Pen in the Creative
Dating Workshop.

Carbon Leaf
Continued from page 7
Talking Heads.
Using obscure lyrics and
melodic guitar lines and bass lines
kjeked by the drums have made
Shadows in the Banquet Hall ten
times better than Carbon Leaf's
debut album Meander.

With great songs that are
examples of Carbon Leaf sounds
like "Wolf trap and Fireflies,"
"Reunion Monticello," and
"Flood," Carbon Leaf's Shadows
in the Banquet Hall is a great
album.

Al Pacino is one of the few actors
that have stood the test of time. Year after
year he amazes the viewing public with
his wonderful performances. Although
not every one of the films that he has
appeared in have been box office smashes, most of his performances in these
films have been worthy of Academy
Award nominations. Eight nominations
to be exact He received four of these
nominations before many of the students
of Longwood were bom. Two of these
nominations were for the first two
Godfather movies in 1972 and 1974, in
which Pacino played the unforgettable
role of Michael Corleone. The Godfather
(my favorite movie of all time), set the
standard for mob movies and set
Pacino's career on fire. This fire has been
burning for over 25 years.
Since Pacino has been acting for
such a long time, many of you have
probably not seen some of his better
movies. Yes, I know that you have seen
Scarface and Donnie Brasco, but what
about Dog Day Afternoon. In this 1975
film, Pacino brilliantly played a bank
robber who was just as nervous as the
hostages he held for ransom. Finding this
movie in our local video store may be a
little difficult, but it is worth looking for.
Pacino has not always played the
gun-toting gangster. In Frankie and

Little Caesars
FREE Delivery
or convenient, friendly, carry-out service

14" Cheese Pizza l
plus

,'

one FREE topping j

5 minute walk from campus.

Monday - Thursday open until 12:00 am
Friday -Sunday

open until 1:00 a.m.
Ptu*l*»
No coupon r«q'd.
P1U638

308 S. Main Street

392-4134
"»f—V.

8pc CrAzY bReAd
and cRaZy SaUcE

M
$ A 59

For taruttd time only to on-campus or near- campus oenvary area

1-

Johnny he plays a love-struck cook. Costarring Michelle Pfeiffer as his love
interest, Frankie and Johnny is a great
date movie, a perfect rental for
Valentine's Day. Another non-gangster
Pacino movie is Scent of a Woman.
Pacino won an Oscar for his portrayal of
a blind army vet with a very huge chip
on his shoulder. The very next year,
Pacino received his eighth Oscar nomination for a movie that many people did
not see, but I have in my room right now,
Glengarry Glenn Ross. Rent this movie
if you want to see absolutely great performances from Jack Lemmon (who also
received a nomination), Alec Baldwin,
Kevin Spacey, and Ed Harris. The acting
in this movie is so amazing that each of
the supporting actors deserved just as
much recognition as Pacino and Lemmon.
If none of these movies interests
you, and you still insist on seeing Pacino
with a gun in his hand, I suggest Heat,
one of his latest movies. Robert DeNiro
and Val Kilmer star along side Pacino in
this cops and robbers action drama.
Whatever Pacino movie you decide to
watch, you are guaranteed a great performance. Even if the movie is bad, you can
still find enjoyment in it by watching'
Pacino do what he does better than any
actor alive.
Grades:
The Godfather. A+
The Godfather II: A+
Scarface: ADonnie Brasco: ADog Day Afternoon: B+
Frankie and Johnny: BScent of a Woman: A
Glengarry Glen Ross: A
Heat. B+

French
Continued from page 5
ness major in his second year. The students that are studying in America are
some of the best students in the business
school.
Le Moine chose his school because
it had an exchange program with
America. He wanted to learn the culture of America.
"Coming here is for me to learn the
culture, not just grades. It is to learn
like I am an American Student,"
said Le Moine.
"America is a very intriguing country. It is part of a dream for us to come
lo your country and learn," Le Moine
said. "It's not just for the French, but for
everyone. American culture is part of
every culture, so it is very interesting to
come here."
The next time you see a French student, sit down at dinner with them and
talk. Forget the preconceived stereotypes that you might have. When you
have a conversation with any of these
new students, you will enrich your life.

^——^———^—^__
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TheatreVirginia To Present Dr. C. Stephen Jaeger To
Tom Stoppard's Arcadia Present "Love, Honor, &
Sex" At Simkins Lecture
Press Release

TheatrcVirginia, located in
Richmond, will present Tom
Stoppard's critically acclaimed
Arcadia February 18 through March
14. TVA's production is sponsored by
CSX Corporation, Ernst & Young
LLP and McGuire, Woods, Battle &
Boothe LLP.
Arcadia is a rich, serpentine tale
of mystery and merriment, lovers
and scholars, science and poetry,
fractals and fractiousness. The play
unfolds in a single room at Sidley
Park, ancestral home of the Coverly
family, leaping back and forth in
time between past and present. As
the audience observes the actual
events that unfold on a fateful series
of days in the Coverly household in
1809, Arcadia tracks three modern
day academies as they use the detritus of those critical days—clues left
behind in odd missives, incomplete
diaries, garden sketches, and scribbled mathematical equations—to
shrewdly and painstakingly misinterpret history. Was Lord Byron a visitor at Sidley Park? Did a might-begreat poet perish in a duel over his
unfaithful wife's honor? Is it possible
that 13 year-old prodigy Thomasina
Coverly discovered a scientific wonder that would not be stumbled on
again for another ISO years? And
who was the mysterious hermit lurk-

ing in the garden?
Tom Stoppard has been hailed as
one of the most intelligent, clever,
and successful playwrights of our
time. His plays, which include
Rosencrantz and Guildenstern are
Dead, Jumpers, Travesties, Night
and Day, and The Real Thing, are
often filled with historical and detective puzzles, yet maintain contemporary themes, which explore the deeper meanings of existence in late 20thcentury society. He is also a noted
screenwriter for such films as Brazil,
Empire of the Sun, The Russia
House, and Billy Bathgate.
"Arcadia is a marvelous play,
uncommonly sparkling and imaginative. It is intriguing; it is glamorour;
it is very funny. It's one of the most
entertaining and rewarding plays that
I have found in a long, long time,"
says TVA Producing Artistic Director
George Black, director of the production.
Arcadia premiered at the
National Theatre in London in 1993
and was transferred the following
year to London's West End. The play
made its American debut in 1995 at
the Lincoln Center in New York,
starred Blair Brown as Hannah,
Victor Garber as Bernard, and Robert
Sean Leonard as Valentine. It won
both the Laurence Oliver Award and
the New York Drama Critics Circle
Award for Best Play, and was nominated for the Drama Desk and three
Tony Awards.

W PUITUR *Y VISK

MKM0N& PROJECT, t*Y <*C..

By MELANIE BARKER

Professor C. Stephen Jaeger will
present "Love, Honor, and Sex: A
Social Ideal of the European
Aristocracy" Thursday, February 12
at 7:30 p.m. in the Hull Building
Auditorium.
Jaeger's lecture will focus on the
origins and uses of love, honor, and
sexuality in the Western tradition.
Jaeger's lecture will focus on the
aristocracy of the middle ages and
early modern period when the perfection of love and sexuality were
often related with honor, prestige,
Jaeger will include in his lecture
interesting scenarios about those in
love, including the following:
*King Philip Augustus of France and
Richard Uonheart of England ended

a siege and a battle between English
and French forces when they fell in
love.
* St. Bernard of Clairvaux converted
a close friend by sleeping with him.
* Many clerics, monks, and figures
in romance fell in love just by hearing the report of virtue, beauty and
prowess of their beloved.
* The English "Order of the Garter,"
the highest chivalric order, was
founded, according to legend, as a
response of King Edward HI to a
moment of trivial sexual embarassment
Jaeger's lecture stems from his
forthcoming book Sublime and
Passionate Love: The Western
Tradition of Ennobling Love. Jaeger,
Professor of German in the
Department of Germanics and
Comparative Literature at the
University of Washington in Seattle,
has also published The Origins of
Courtliness, Choice, and The Envy
of Angels.

CALL VOUR HONEV 6 SAVE VOUR HOHEVIi

W VALENTINE'S
^k SPECIAL!!
DISCOUNT RATES will be In effect

Friday, February 13th through
Sunday, February 15th for
Long Distance Calls
Students MUST use their
personal billing number.

Activate your
PBN today...
call 4357
Long wood Telecom

,
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Basketball Standouts Named Players Of The Week
Longwood College basketball
standouts Cessy Sullivan/Dale City, Va.Gar-Field HS and Jon Hughes/ Valrico,
Fla.-Bloomingdale HS have been selected
as the Longwood College/Domino's
'Players of the Week' for the period Jan.
26-Feb. 1. The College's sports information office selects the weekly Lancer honorees.
Sullivan, a 5-7 senior guard, averaged 12.7 ppg., 6.3 assists, 5.7 rpg., and
2.7 steals along with a blocked shot during three games last week. The Lancers
defeated Carolinas-Virginia Athletic Conference (CVAC) leader Belmont Abbey
(N.C.) 73-70, while falling at non-conference High Point (NC) 75-60 and at CVAC
foe Coker (SC) 82-59. Sullivan scored a
career-high 20 points, adding nine assists,
eight rebounds, three steals, and a block
against the Abbey — handing the league
leaders their first CVAC loss. Through
19 games, Sullivan is averaging 8.7 ppg.,
4.9 rpg., 4.9 assists, and 2.6 steals.
Cessy is the daughter of Mike and

Rita Sullivan of Dale City, Va., and is majoring in sociology with a minor in prelaw.
Hughes, a 6-7 sophomore center, led
the LC men to a pair of victories last week
while averaging 20.0 ppg. and 5.0 rpg.,
adding seven blocks and two assists. He
shot an incredible 78.3% (18-23) from the
field, adding 57.1 % (4-7) at the free throw
line. The Lancers defeated Belmont Abbey (NC) 78-66 and Coker (SC) 86-77 in
overtime. Hughes had career-highs of 22
points and five blocks against the Abbey
as the Longwood winning streak increased
to six. Through 19 games, Hughes has
improved his averages to 7.3 ppg. and 5.0
rpg., adding a team-best 13 blocks along
with 15 assists and eight steals. He shoots
54.0% (54-100) from the field and 61.1 %
(22-36) from the free throw line.
Jon is the son of Barbara Hughes
of Valrico, Fla., and is currently pursuing
liberal studies at LC.

J /

J.

Week'
\Nov. 10-16
Nov.17-23
Dec. 1-7
Dec. 29-]an. 4
Jan. 5-11
Jan. 12-18
Jan. 19-25
Jan. 26-Feb. 1

Jill Younce
Lee Farrior
Valerie Firth
Vince Walden
Mary Barron
Isaac Lartey
Lee Farrior
Mary Barron
DougNorris
Kali Brown
Lee Farrior
Valerie Firth
Isaac Lartey
Cessy Sullivan
Jon Hughes

Women '$ Basketball
Men's Basketball
Women's Basketball
Men's Basketball
Women's Basketball
Men's Basketball
Men's Basketball
Women's Basketball
Wrestling
Women's Basketball
Men's Basketball
Women's Basketball
Men's Basketball
Women's Basketball
Men's Basketball
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Longwood's Women's Basketball Continues Winning
Tradition With Three More Conference Victories
Longwood 93. St. Andrews 57
Against St. Andrews, LC outscored
the Knights 53-22 during the second half
en route to the convincing victory. Senior
forward Valerie Firth/Poquoson, Va.Poquoson HS led the Lancers with a gameand career-high 31 points, adding four rebounds and two steals. Firth connected on
12-21 field goals, including 1-2 threepointers, and 6-6 at the free throw line.
Junior center Mary Barron/Great Falls,
Va.-Paul VI HS added 15 points, eight
boards, three assists, and two steals; followed by sophomore guard Kali Brown/
Powhatan, Va.-Powhatan HS with 12
points, 11 rebounds, five assists, and two
steals; classmate forward Jill Younce/West
Friendship, Md.-Glenelg HS with 10
points, four boards, and four assists; along
with, senior guard Cessy Sullivan/Dale
City, Va.-Gar-Field HS with eight points,
eights assists, and three steals. The Lancers shot 44.6% (37-83) from the field and
78.3% (18-23) at the free throw line.

Longwood gfr Burton 62
At Barton, LC led 31-23 at halftime
on the strength of 19 first-half points from
Younce before withstanding a second-half
rally by the Bulldogs who had taken a 4847 lead with 8:12 remaining. The Lancers
quickly re-took the lead and never relinquished the advantage down the stretch,
though the hosts did manage a 61-61 tie

with 30-seconds left. Sullivan made sure
of the triumph with a clutch three-point
play at the 10-second mark, then Younce
capped off a brilliant 32-poirit effort with
a pair of free throws with five-seconds remaining. Younce's game- and career-high
32 points included four treys and 10-11 free
throws, adding six rebounds to the effort.
Sullivan finished with 10 points and five
assists; Firth had nine points and four
boards; and Barron contributed seven
points and six caroms. LC shot 37.5% (2464) from the field and 86.7% (13-15) at
the free throw line.
Longwood 74. Pfeiffer 52
Against Pfeiffer, LC jumped ahead
33-15 at the intermission and never looked
back en route to the triumph. Barron led
the blue and white with her double-double
game-highs of 21 points and 12 rebounds,
adding three steals. Younce followed with
16 points, five boards, and five assists;
Firth had 12 points; and Brown contributed nine points, six caroms, four assists,
and three steals. Senior guard Chris Roberts/Culpeper, Va.-Culpeper County HS
provided a first-half spark off the bench
and finished with six points and three steals
in just over 13-minutes of action. Roberts
continues to courageously play through an
injury-filled senior campaign plagued by
nagging knee and back problems. The
Lancers shot 41.3% (26-63) from the field
and 57.1% (20-35) at the free throw line.

Men's Basketball Report

Longwood Men Drop Three In
A Row After Torrid January
continued from page 12
ond half, adding five assists and five steals.
Sophomore center Jon Hughes/Valrico,
Fla. Bloomingdale HS finished with 18
points, six boards, and two blocks; junior
forward Chris Williams/Elwood, Ind.Elwood HS added 14 points off the bench;
and standout sophomore forward Lee
Farrior/Chesterfield, Va.-Manchester HS
contributed 13 points and six rebounds
before fouling out with 1:54 remaining in
overtime to end Farrior's string of ninestraight games with 20 or more points. LC
shot 52.5% (32-61) from the field, including 65.6% (21-32) in the second half, adding 70.4% (19-27) at the free throw line.
Longwood 7* gri—| Abbey 66
Against Belmont Abbey, LC led 3730 at halftime and extended its margin

during the second half en route to the triumph. The seven-point advantage at the
intermission was the Lancers largest lead
of the opening half, while LC enjoyed its
largest lead of 19 points on two different
occasions during the final period. The
Lancers incredible 69.6% (16-23) shooting from the field during the final 20 minutes provided the difference in the contest.
Hughes led the Lancer attack with a
career-high 22 points (11-13 FG) and five
blocks, adding four rebounds and an assist. Farrior followed with 21 points, a
career-high 11 assists, seven boards, and a
block; Williams finished with 10 points,
four rebounds, and four assists off the
bench; and Outlaw contributed eight
points, eight caroms, five assists, and two
steals. LC completed the game shooting
61.1% (33-54) from the field, 83.3% (1012) at the free throw line.

Lonvwovd Women's Basketball At a Glance
Record: I \-8 Overall. II \ CVAC
Streak: i-st might wins
This Week: High Point (NC) <L} Longwood, 2/9/98, 7p.m.; Queens
(NX • K" / ongtvood, 2/12/9S, 7 p.m.
Lost Week: Defeated Belmont Abbey 71-70. Lost at CokerS
s/ Andrews 95-51, Defeated Barton 66-62, Defeated Pfeiffer'. .
Statistical Leaders: Through 21 games, Valerie Firth is averaging 15.0
... \ ypg and 14 blocks. I irth i< followed by fill Younce I'i "
ppg., 5.4 rpg., and 4.0 assists); Mary Barton 112.2 ppg . 9.1 rpg., and III
\ blocks): and Kali Brown ill.2 ppg., S.2 rpg ,4.4 assists, and 2.9 steals).
Cessi/'Sullivan's numbers are S. "> ppg., 1.7 rpg., 1.8 assists, and 2.0 steals,
while Chris Roberts has improved her numbers to 5 h ppg , 1.5 assists, and
II steals in 17 games i12 mmules pei contest).
The I ancers are averaging 71.4 ppg., shooting 40. V i %5-l 101) from the
held and bill' ■ t298-49b)trom the tree throw line.
•>

Milestones/Accolades; I on\. wood luis iniproi ■d its CVAC regular-season
record to 4', -1 since lormati HI ol the conferei [(■ three years ago. Jill Younce
lid-* been recognized Im the astern College . \ thleth Confereme >l CAC) m
the
its weekly Amcrisuiles Hoi oi Roll foi 1';.'/-/ •a II women's basketball
sciond lime she hits gamed the rciogmlion ll is season.

Lancer Wrestlers Claim
Division II-III State Title
Longwood won five of 10 weight classes
en route to capturing the 1998 Virginia Division II-III State Championship in Newport
News hosted by The Apprentice School. The
Lancers totaled 95.5 points to defeat Apprentice (77) and Washington & Lee (43). In addition to the five individual state champions, LC
had three state runners-up, and two third-place
finishers. Longwood coach Brent Newell was
also selected the Division II-III State 'Coach
of the Year' following the team title. Lancer
state champions include all freshmen: Josh
Rudolph/MiddleU) wn, Va-Sherando HS (118,
default), Jeff Shively/Stanleytown, Va-Bassett
HS (150,7-4), Shawn Lemke/Virginia Beach,
Va-Kempsville HS (167, pin - 2:06), Blake
Shumate/Martinsville, Va-Martinsville HS
(177,pin-1:37), and Doug Norris/Chesapeake,
Va-Deep Creek HS (190,15-6). Finishing as
state runners-up were: seniors Mark Mast/
Roanoke, Va-Northside HS (134) and Jamie
Foley/Newport News, Va.-Menchville HS

(142), along with sophomore Beau Dickerson/
Gloucester, Va-Gloucester HS (158). Thirdplace efforts went to freshman Jon Tanaka/
Yorktown, Va-Tabb HS (126) and sophomore
Shaun Curl/Chesapeake, Va-Great Bridge HS
(hwt). Classmate Chris White/Chesapeake,
Va-Great Bridge HS also participated at heavyweight^).
Through 16 dual-matches and four tournaments, Norris leads LC with his 16-8 record.
Norris is followed by Mast (9-8), Lemke (912), Foley (7-9), Shumate (7-12), Rudolph (511), and Shively (5-11).
Longwood's state title was its fifth Virginia Division 11-01 championship over the
years, and the Lancers will go into the record
books as the last D-IJJ state champions — this
being the final year for the event. Coach Newell
won his first 'Coach of the Year' award while
becoming the second Lancer coach to gain such
an honor for the fifth time overall.

Help Wanted
Men/Women earn $375 weekly processing/assembling
Medical ID. Cards at home. Immediate openings, your
local area. Experience unnecessary, will train.
CallMedicard 1-541-386-5290 Ext. U8M
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SPORTS
Longwood Men Experience CVAC Cooldown
After Scorching Through January Opponents
St, Andrews H.
Longwood 88
Against St. Andrews,
LC had its six-game winning
B£W& 10-12 OoeraU, 7-7.CVAC
streak stopped by the Knights.
S#e&3^a$tt losses
The closely-played contest
WlJ6teklongwood eQueens(NCX2flS^B^
saw the Lancers down just 91 88 with 16-seconds remaining
before a late free throw and
Lost ©Barton 76-72, Lost vs/Pfeijjer74-7£\~ '
subsequent buzzer-beating
Statistical leaders; Through 22 gm Lc
•isaoeri
field goal provided for the fiFaniorisfbtowedbyjaso*^
nal margin. LC sophomore
andmceVmam(tiX)^Massis%\ \1.7smsh Chris
standout forward Lee Farrior/
Chesterfield, Va.-Manchester
LC if avmm? 73.3 tm„ ffhootm?^A% (Sfoms) froriMe field«M?nM.ti<iK^y&fa
HS led all scorers in the game
with 27 points, adding seven
MfksU^esfAfXPMffft Farrior has established a newsophomore scpring record for Lon^vood as he enters I
rebounds, five assists, and
action with 445 points tkis&ason. Farrior surpassed" the 39'8 points'scored tyJoffitflffimVatryl ,^ !
three steals. Senior guard
1986-87 campaign. Additionally, Farrior^
*'-=- ' >-—~—- —,__^— - *-<
Vince Walden/Suffolk, Va.Lakeland HS added a seasonweeklyAmerisuiteslionor^mtprDivisioni
„.._
„„„,.„„,,„„ „«w„
high 23 points, including three
Farrior has scored in double-figures during 19-22 games iksseasvhrmdudmgl5 games wUh 20 or mm"po7ntsandm
bonus baskets, and classmate
games with 30 or more points.
']'
■
.
guard
Jason
Outlaw/
Yorktown, Va.-York HS contributed 16 points, seven assists, six boards, the visitors took the win with 5-6 free
and four steals. The Lancers shot 52.2% throws during the final 1:01 — capping a
,(35-67) from the field and 70.0% (14-20) game-closing 14-8 run. Farrior finished
at the free throw line.
with 19 points to lead the Lancers, adding
four rebounds and two steals. Lartey added
Barton 76. Longwood 71
17 points and six boards; Walden had 14
points and seven assists; junior forward
At Barton, LC fell behind 12-0 to Chris Williams/Elwood, Ind.-Elwood HS
start the game before a 33-10 run helped had 11 points, 10 rebounds, and four asthe Lancers move toward a 39-29 halftime sists; and Outlaw contributed 10 points,
advantage. The blue and white took their seven caroms, and four assists. LC shot
final lead at 66-65 with 3:33 left before 43.9% (25-57) from the field and 67.9%
the hosts closed out the game with an 11-5 (19-28) at the free throw line.
run. Farrior led Longwood with 20 points,
Lonrwood86.Coker77(OT)
including 13 in the first half, adding five
rebounds, four steals, and two assists. OutAt Coker, LC outscored the Cobras
law had 16 points, six boards, three assists,
16-7
during
the extra five minutes to take
IN
and two steals, while sophomore forward
the hard-earned victory — it's sixthIsaac Lartey/Burke, Va.-Lake Braddock
straight. The Lancers had trailed 28-27 at
HS contributed 15 points and five boards.
The Lancers shot 50.0% (23-46) from the halftime before rallying into a 59-48 adfield and 85.2% (23-27) at the free throw vantage with 6:14 left in regulation, only
to have the hosts force overtime with a lastline.
second three-point field goal. The blue and
i.01
white
would
not
fold,
however,
securing
Pfeiffer 74. Longwond 7|
the win with 8-11 free throws during the
extra session.
Against Pfeiffer, LC fell behind 39Senior guard Jason Outlaw/
22 in the first half and trailed 45-32 at the
Yorktown, Va.-York HS led the Lancer atintermission as the Falcons shot an unheard
tack with career-highs of 21 points and 14
of 81.0% (17-21) from the field in the
rebounds, scoring 15 points during the sec: • '
opening half—including 8-10 treys. The
see MEN'S BASKETBALL,
Lancers rallied in the second half and took
page 11
the lead at 63-60 with 3:53 remaining, but
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